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Chairman’s Report for 2015 

The 2015 exhibition was ambitious.  It covered the history of the church post 1815 
when the current building was built and Dr Bartholomew dealt with the earlier peri-
od of church history from the founding of the parish in 1627. Several members of 
the committee covered all aspects of church life and together with Dr Bartholo-
mew’s research into old church records and the Covenanters it covered 71 pages of 
A4 paper. Many photographs were lent with some artefacts and it became a very 
full exhibition reflecting the importance of our church. – A church in the heart of the 
hills. Whilst gathering the material is the first step, editing, mounting and the setting 
up of the exhibition really adds the gloss and presents the public face. 
It was well received and the comments in the Visitors book reflects that. 
Wonderful collection, well put together. Private viewer. 
This place can be remembered now as a little gem. West Midlands 

Why can’t we all produce a Heritage Centre like this/ Wonderful. Cumbria 

Great wealth of knowledge. Gladly given. Irvine 

Very interesting. Excellent presentation. Girvan 

The exhibition will be featured in this year’s Carsphairn school calendar.  The chil-
dren come to the exhibition, look for information which they then record pictorially 
as well as in the written word for their colourful calendars. 
Extras to this exhibition were the village walks, the talk in the church and the project 
by Dalry School to make the communion tokens commemorating the 200th anniver-
sary of the church building. 
We continue to provide family history information and there’s a great deal of satis-
faction in showing a gravestone, a house or even a ruin. In the visitors book there 
are comments from people searching for their ancestors, often from overseas, this 
year from NZ, Germany, USA. There were over 1000 visitors, well up on last year. 
This year, there’s been interest from two other groups, one from Ayrshire and the 
other from Dumfriesshire asking for advice on setting up a Heritage Group. I expect 
this to be ongoing. Our stewards, as ever, have been so loyal to us and I must say 
they are multi-talented.  33 volunteers stewarded from April through to  September 
and they have been described in the Visitors Book as wonderful, charming, helpful 
and several wrote words to the effect of very welcoming.  All those very positive 
attributes speak so highly of the stewards. Last Saturday we had the stewards’ lunch 
here and virtually all came and the volume of noise was such that I think it was a 
great success.   
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Two views  in Carsphairn  From the Heritage Centre  of first snows at 
Garryhorn this winter

The old Free 
Church Manse 

looks lovely in its 
snow covering

Above and right By Karen Hall

…..
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A sunny day  and a wedding in Carsphairn!  Who do you recognise

Even without our “own” trains,  they have featured in working life 
from sheep leaving for Ayrshire and outings to the ‘big’ towns of 

70’s, the demarcation between Counties although present , was less 

– a hand written letter from Girdwood the well known bakers in 
Ayr,  to a Mrs E Wilson of the Shiel….. “Dear Madam, We have your order for 
wedding cake No 2 and thank you for same.  Unless we hear from you to the con-
trary, we shall despatch it per 1145 train on Wednesday 26th June.”  

the 1800’s when Mr McAdam was making improvements!  Then the 
railways arrived…….
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We are grateful to the Carsphairn Renewal Energy Fund Limited  for granting us 
revenue grants as well as funding our flyers and to all those members who give 
generous donations when they send their annual subscriptions and to those who 
give their time and talent so freely to the group in so many ways. This year we 
have had 81 members, the highest number for some years. 

The committee meetings are full of strong opinions, positive ideas, much laughter 
and great enthusiasm which make them a pleasure to chair because in all the 
broad spectrum of opinions we can come to a consensus and always move for-
ward. This year there have been 10 members and each of them has played such an 
important part in the group. I could describe their individual talents and what they 
have done but it would take some time to give each of them the credit they are 
due. We are now fully embracing 21st century technology, being on Facebook and 
having a new newsletter editor who has brought a fresh, modern look to the news-
letter. 
One of our committee members, Anne Rutherford is resigning. Anne was a found-
er member and has been involved in every aspect of the development of this 
group. Without her enthusiasm, ability to hold every office in this Group, profes-
sionalism, eye for detail and commitment I doubt that we would have got to 
where we are now. I am pleased that she will be available for certain projects. I 
would like to take this opportunity to thank her for everything you have done for 
this group.  
This report really looks back but looking forward the 2016 exhibition preparation is 
well on the way as this year we don’t want it to be  last minute and frantic. As usu-
al the talents of the committee are being utilised and we are very pleased by the 
help we have had from those not on it.  The title is Tales and Legends and Spooky 
Stories. 
That concludes my report, one that is given with the quiet satisfaction that 2015 
was good for this group which continues to thrive. 
         Anna Campbell 
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worried he would be disturbed by the masses on their “jollies” and 
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The Galloway Railways revisited Part1 

 

The publishing of a new history of the Glasgow and South Western 
Railway by David Ross and the re-issue of the 1880 book by William 
McIlwraith in a study format, has enabled and encouraged a review 
of the possibility of many railways in the upper Stewartry as seen by 
Victorian engineers.  These engineers seem to have accepted few 
barriers to the rush to build their iron roads, rather  it was financing 
that was the main criteria as to if they went ahead or not! 
 
The latter book, long out of print till now, is in many ways easier 
reading although I constantly had to remind myself that it was 
about 1880 and society was greatly different!  Local landowners 
could cause huge line alterations for example the Duke of Buccleuch 
worried he would be disturbed by the masses on their “jollies” and 
smoke  and dirt, until it as pointed out the value of his mineral re-
sources and dividends could be considerable!  It is interesting to 
read the names of the financing landowners—estate names are now 
reflected in names of streets in our housing estates in many cases.  
Our McAdam family are not without mention, but in a smaller way. 
 
Many lines which we now consider from city or large town to similar-
ly large city or town were actually constructed in short sections—
Glasgow to our nearest railhead—Dalmellington—was actually con-
structed over a number of years in more easily managed and fi-
nanced sections and under many changes of Company name. Of 
course there was great competition to be there first, to the extent 
that lines sometimes went between 2 similar destinations and even 
over or beside each other. If travelling in the Lochwinnoch area this 
is still evident with disused trackbeds and bridges.   
 
Some of their plans were most fanciful—our own village of Cars-
phairn might have been linked by  line from Dalmellington to near 
Parton if plans I was privileged to see years ago had come to fruition.  
Then again they would have done the brothers  Grimm justice in 
their realism.  From the Eriff to Parton might not seem too unrealis-
tic, but up the Glen or Black rocks?  Already the haul up towards 
Holehouse was considered tough, but a line built on trestles over the 
Muck Water to gain access up to the top of Glen Muck?  Definitely a 
hugely ambitious plan, one of many which was only  removed from 
the statute books at the start of the Scottish Parliament > 
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A sunny day  and a wedding in Carsphairn!  Who do you recognise? 
     * * * 
>along with many other obsolete Acts.  My interest in this possible 
line was sparked by a previous article by Anna Campbell in issue 
25 of this newsletter.  My arriving in Galloway was just too late to 
have known the Port Road when trains still ran from Dumfries to 
Stranraer, for Ireland, but the trackbed  was still very fresh.   
Even without our “own” trains,  they have featured in working life 
from sheep leaving for Ayrshire and outings to the ‘big’ towns of 
Dumfries and Newton Stewart for leisure and business, although in 
the latter the train was a round about way to get there!  Until the 
formation of Strathclyde in local government reorganisation in the 
70’s, the demarcation between Counties although present , was less 
divisive and for many going north on the short Glen journey was 
easier than that cross country to Dumfries or even New Galloway to 
pick up a train.  In Newsletter issue  97, I found the following snip-

pet– it is from a hand written letter from Girdwood the well known bakers in 
Ayr,  to a Mrs E Wilson of the Shiel….. “Dear Madam, We have your order for 
wedding cake No 2 and thank you for same.  Unless we hear from you to the con-
trary, we shall despatch it per 1145 train on Wednesday 26th June.”  On arrival 

at Dalmellington station, the cake would be collected by the Lady 
herself or perhaps put on the bus for delivery to the Village! 
I often wondered why so many of my relations seemed to pop over 
the Irish Sea as if it wasn't there!  It then struck me that travel by 
water was frequently cheaper and easier than on toll roads, even in 
the 1800’s when Mr McAdam was making improvements!  Then the 
railways arrived…….       A.T. 
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A pair of Old Codgers dropped 
in at the Knowe for a brief   

visit….. 
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Find us at:   www.facebook.com/
Carsphairnheritagecentre?ref=hl  
"After launching our Facebook Page back in 
September 2014 (yes, it really is that long!) 
we've had a steady stream of new 'likers', many 
interesting comments and overall great and 
positive support. We continually aim to improve 
the page and widen its membership and we are 
always trying to think of interesting ways to 
attract new followers......so, if you have any 
suggestions for improvement we would be   
delighted to hear from you?  Photographs are 
always well received and this year we aim to 
add more and more images, both old and new, 
to our Facebook Picture Library. We are very 
busy at present, preparing for this seasons   
exhibition and it looks set to be a great one. We 
will keep you posted on related dates and 
events via our Facebook Page so if you haven't 
'liked' the page yet then why not do it now, it 
only takes a second! " * * *

GETTING IN TOUCH 

     (Borrowed from a Fife Kirk Community newsletter) 

One Sunday, in the early days of motoring, the Rev Douglas who was a nervous driver,  was driving 
home from Church when, unfortunately he had a minor bump with  a cyclist who wobbled across 
the road in front of him. As he climbed out of the ditch the cyclist, unhurt and full of apologies for 
not paying attention, accepted a calling card being proffered by an equally apologetic Minister who 
said that if he could ever be of help, then the man should not hesitate to call at the Manse and ask. 

As the cyclist prepared to ride home he looked at the card and read, “The Reverend Douglas 
is sorry he missed you today”……………………………... 

Items for including in future newsletters?    Contact the 
Editor at ANNE  kilmein@btinternet.com 

     (All unattributed photos by the newsletter editor) 
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